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Selection criteria

● Museums that focus on modern and contemporary art

● Physical address located in the US

● Frequently and actively uploaded videos in the past 6 years

● Has more than 10,000 subscribers



Methodology

Time period: 2015 - 2020

The data of 5 YouTube channels was collected using YouTube 
Data Tools, combined and analyzed using Google Sheets. 
Charts and graphs were created using Tableau Public and 
WordCloud.com. 



Metrics

General activities

Number of subscribers
Number of videos

View counts
Like counts

Comment counts
Video titles

Duration Sec

Content analytics

View counts
Video titles

Channel performance

Number of videos
Average views per video
Average likes per video



General Activities



Channels Overview

Finding: Generally, the more subscribers and videos a channel has the more interactions (views, likes, dislikes, and comments) from 
the audience. But videos with good quality also can bring more audiences and interactions. 

Analysis: We can see that MoMA has the most subscribers, and because of that, its channel also has most views, likes, dislikes, and 
comments per video. Also we can see that although the Brooklyn Museum has the fewest subscribers and videos, it has slightly more 
interactions than the Whitney Museum, which means the content and qualities of videos also could affect the performance of 
museums’ YouTube channels.   



Most used words

Finding: Words like “Art”, “Artist”, “Live”, “Talk”, and 
“Profile” were generally used among all channel’s video 
titles.

Analysis: The word “Artist” and “Art” stand out in the 
center because the topics of museum videos are mainly 
around the artists and their artworks. We can also clearly 
see the popular video programs such as “Talk”, “Live”, 
“Episode”, and “Trailer”. And, we can notice the hot 
themes of art making, such as “Utopia”, “Language”, 
“Time”, and “Women”. The words “MoMA”, “Whitney”, 
“Walker”, and “Brooklyn” stand out because these four 
museums frequently put their channel titles in their video 
titles.



Decease of avg. views in 2020

Finding: Because of the pandemic, museums 
closed their physical space in 2020. Although 
museums started to focus more on their digital 
activities, their YouTube channels still faced 
the decrease of the average views. 

Analysis: The first possible reason is that 
audiences lost a bit of their interest in the 
museum’s digital offerings since the 
museum’s physical space is closed. The 
second possible reason is that museums 
might find it's hard to create interesting video 
content while lacking footage of in-person 
activities.



Video length VS Views

Finding: Videos within 16 min & between 33 
min and 58 min usually bring more views and 
likes. Videos between 16 min and 33 min have 
less views than the others.

Recommendation: Keep short 
videos(educational videos, trailers, artists 
profiles, collection stories, and recap of 
museum activities) within 16 min. And keep 
long videos (live, lectures, conferences, and 
artist talks) between 33 min and 58 min.



Channel 
Performance



Post frequency

Finding: MoMA is the most consistent channel. It posted 1 - 19 videos every week from 2015 to 2020. Other three museums 
stopped unloading videos occasionally. 

Recommendation: Upload videos frequently (at least 1 a week) can help with growing subscribers overtime.



Finding: The Brooklyn Museum stopped uploading videos oftenly. There were several months it didn’t upload videos at all.

Recommendation: The Brooklyn Museum has the least subscribers among all five channels. If it keep the consistency of post 
every week, it could get more subscribers.



Quality vs Quantity

Finding: From the middle of 2018 to the 
beginning of 2020, the Guggenheim 
Museum upload only about 1- 3 videos a 
week, but we can see the obvious 
increase of average views & likes.

Recommendation: Keep the quality of 
videos is the same important as focusing 
on the quantity of videos. 



Content Analytics



      Use eye-catching words in titles
 
IN THE STUDIO series is the most popular 
series on MoMA’s YouTube Channel. Each 
video in this series presents a painting class 
taught by Corey D’Augustine. For audiences, 
they not only can learn painting techniques of 
various styles, but also learn the ideas and 
intentions behind the masterpiece. Apart from 
the high quality of the video content, its video 
title is also a factor to boost views. The title 
used “How to”, which is a phrase has a very 
high search rate on YouTube. Following “How 
to paint like”, the title also includes a keyword( 
the artist’s name), which is another good way 
to boost views by informing audiences what 
the video is about. 



Try to expand the target audience
+

Include content keywords in the 
video title

Sketch with Jeff series are among the 
least viewed videos on the Guggenheim 
Museum’s channel. It is a series of 
educational videos teaching audiences 
how to sketch and paint. The content of 
them are great, interesting and inspiring. 
However, the first downside is that the 
thumbnail of them looks almost identical, 
which makes audiences hard to 
differentiate them. Secondly, the target 
audience of this series seems to be 
children, which could cause less chances 
to reach more adult audiences. Most 
importantly, the video titles didn’t include 
the exact content that Jeff sketched in the 
videos.



Continue Focusing on Special 
Offerings 

The Artists Profile series turns out the most 
popular content of the Guggenheim 
Museum’s channel. Among all videos in the 
Artist Profile series, Asian artists’ video have 
relatively higher views than the others. In 
2006, the Guggenheim Museum launched 
the Asian Art Initiative that dedicated to the 
research and presentation of Asian Art. It is 
a pretty unique approach and raised the 
museum’s awareness because of it. And this 
might be a part of the reason why Asian 
artists’ videos get popular on its channel. 

https://www.guggenheim.org/asian-art-initiative


Continue telling the stories of the 
artists and their works

+
Edit the video in a good way!

Among the most popular videos on the 
Brooklyn Museum’s YouTube Channel, 
many of them are about artists and artists’ 
works. Especially for videos of well-known 
artists, they turned out to receive more 
views than the others. “Kehinde Wiley: A 
New Republic” is a 3 min 43 sec video 
displaying Wiley’s artworks with the artist’s 
monologue as the soundtrack, which is a 
good method of editing.



Continue telling the stories of the 
artists and their works

+
Edit the video in a good way!

Among the most popular videos on the 
Walker Art Center’s YouTube Channel, we 
can also see there are many of them are 
about artists and artists’ works. “The Six 
Sides of Merce Cunningham” is a 6 min 44 
sec short documentary, which is also a 
good way to present the artist and his 
work.



Continue featuring good 
conversations

Although conversations on museum’s 
YouTube Channel are often long, they still 
can bring a lot of awareness if the content 
are valuable and inspiring. 



Conclusion



Recommendations

Video Length

Short videos - Within 16 min
Long videos - Between 33 - 58 min

Quality

The same important as quantity

Post Frequency

At least 1 a week

Video Title

Use eye-catching words in video titles, 
such as “How to” and add a keyword to 

inform audiences the content

Content

Using suitable way to tell the story of 
the artists and their works

Target Audience

Try to expand the target audience



Thank You


